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Gaming Laptop for the Majority  



A Complete Experience 



New Platform, New Design 

Still looking good and tough. Show your 

characteristic and taste with the dynamic 

hairbrush aluminum alloy chassis. 

Every design element, from the chic 

streamlined A cover, asymmetric C side 

and the four air vent holes to the athletic 

rear, underscores the sharp image of this 

high-performance gaming laptop. 





What’s new from last generation?   

*Please note the features may vary by model 



Key Selling Points : True Gaming DNAs  

*Please note the features may vary by model 



Product Spec 

*Please note the spec may vary by configuration 





With up to 6 cores and 12 threads, Intel 8th 

Gen. Core processor elevates the highest 

computing performance ever. 

NEW 

NEW 



12 

Note: The results are not necessarily representative of other benchmarks and other benchmark results may show greater or lesser impact from mitigations. 

Take a huge leap in performance with the 1st-ever Hexa Core notebook 

processors! Experience boosted gameplay and faster rendering by  

 

                         with the extra cores. The more the merrier! 

Up to 3.9GHz  

6-core Intel Core 

i7 processor 



That’s All About Speed. 

Gen 2 

Gen 1 

Transfer your favorite games, music and 

movies over USB faster than ever. MSI 

offers a wide variety of options to 

connect your USB 3.1 devices, delivering 

lightning-fast transfer speeds up to 
10Gb/s! 

 

* This is only on GYX1060 SKU. 

Technically supports up to DDR4-
2400/2666 which enables faster 

applications loading and run demanding 
programs without lag. They shows 7~11% 
enhancement compare to DDR4-2133. 

* DDR4-2666 is optional SKU and the memory speed 
depends on actual configurations.  
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7.5x  
Faster 

HDD Seq. Read 

145 %  
Faster 

HDD Seq. Write 

One More Thing You Should Not Miss  

An intuitive performance-based platform sell-
up framework for select Intel Core processors 
paired with Intel Optane memory 
technology. It provides higher performance 
without compromising storage capacity. 

Condition: Optane memorry is used for speeding up 

7200rpm HDD (System drive). 



Note: The picture may not necessarily represent the actual thermal module 
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120hz/3ms High Response Time Display 

As the only gaming laptop with Full 

HD Panel at 120Hz refresh rate and 

3ms response time, this is the go-to 

companion you can count on to 

never lose a detail during chaotic 

gameplays. 

* This is optional SKU and depends on the   
   actual configurations.  



Full Visual Experience, Not Just Refresh & Response. 

*Panel spec may vary depends on local selling spec. 

Not only delivers higher color coverage, but 

features a wider 170-degree horizontal viewing 

angle from left to right.  

The 120Hz panel makes your viewing experience 

vividly alive. Its brilliant NTSC 94% color gamut 

offers true-to-life gaming enjoyment. 



Expand The Vision For Extreme Gaming Experience  

MSI innovative Matrix Display supports up 

to 2 +1 external displays simultaneously 
(two external + built-in). Multi-task is made 
possible even during competitive 
gameplays. Connect the laptop to HDTV 
display, Matrix Display supports 4K output 

with a resolution up to 3840 x 2160.  





The speakers set oriented design 

occupied 1/4 of the interior space  

for world’s best sound experience  

40% enhancement to the sound 

volume, quality and detail, feel every 

engine sound waves roaring past with 

upgraded giant speakers. 



Feels like the sound is coming from all 
around you. No matter the quality and 

type of your audio device, Nahimic will 
always provide you the best immersive 
audio experience. 



Keeping The Important & 

Useful Effects on The 

Interface. 



Don't limit yourself play the sound in any 

audio devices 



Delivers more relevant 

information, and show you 

ALL the location of the sounds. 







System Monitoring: What’s New? 

 



System Tuner: What’s New? 

 



Gaming Mode provides gamers the fastest way to be the elites in lots 

of bomb game titles.  



New Dragon Center with Exclusive Gaming Mode 

Free up memory and 

prioritize game applications 

Launch with auto-tuning for 

visual, audio, and lighting 







Stop losing games to lag with Killer Gaming Lan. The 

advanced stream detect 2.0 of the upgraded Killer E2400 

chipset protects networking traffic and prevents lag spikes 

through controlling and managing up to 6 priority levels. You 

can game without fear and play at your best while tracking 

your speeds with the easy-to-use Killer Networking Manager. 



Killer + WTFast, The Unrivaled Total Solution for Gamers 

Control your AP priorities (Inside)  Find the best connection from 

server to server (Outside) 




